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Dear Friends and Supporters, 
 

Welcome and thank you to all who have expressed interest in attending the first annual Spring ChesMont 

Karate Championships. This is the first tournament co-directed by Master Eric Versland of Legacy Karate 

Academy and Master Mike Pannulla of Magnus Karate. A portion of our proceeds will be donated to a 

local not for profit called “Happy to be Home”. To find out more information regarding Happy to be Home 

please see their website at www.happy2behome.org. For those attending a tournament for the first time it is 

our hope that your experience will provide you not only the gratification of service to others but a well-

organized event that strikes an excellent balance of competition and camaraderie.  

 

To help us accomplish our goal of sound preparation and smooth execution of our event please invest time 

and go over all materials in the tournament packet. Display the save the date flyer and division 

breakdown sheet at your school. Have all those who plan to officiate thoroughly read the rules. 

Abbreviated versions of the rules will be available at the tournament and individuals will be on hand for 

consultation and clarification but arriving with a strong foundation will be an asset to efficiency in the 

running of the event. 

 

Please note that Magnus Karate and Legacy Karate Academy are operating on a pre-registration system. 

Pre-registration allows us further flexibility for modification so that participants can get the most from their 

experience at the event. The 2016 ChesMont Karate Championships will offer divisions for the ages of five 

to seventeen. To accommodate our adult black belt population who may be interested in demonstrating their 

skill and knowledge we are including a free Pyung Ahn/Heian/Pinan Divisions for Black Belts 16 and 

older. To provide all attendees with an inspirational and memorable experience competitors will “kick off” 

the tournament with the adult based Pyung Ahn/Heian/Pinan division. There is no additional cost for this 

event and all who qualify for them are encouraged to participate.  

 

Please be sure to adhere to the requirements regarding pre-registration (May 18th). History has proven that 

pre-registration is an essential tool in organizing tournaments and providing those in attendance with a 

well-run event and an overall satisfying experience. Feel free to contact the Legacy Karate Academy 

Dojang at (610)906-0384 or at masterversland@aol.com or the Magnus Karate Dojo at (610)416-9620 or 

mpannulla@magnuskarate.com with any questions.  

 

Thank you for your consideration and we look forward to seeing you on May 21st. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

 

 

Master Eric Versland and Support Staff 

Legacy Karate Academy, Royersford, PA 

 

 

 

 

Master Mike Pannulla and Support Staff 

Magnus Karate, West Chester, PA 
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Location: Spring Valley YMCA, 19 W Linfield-Trappe Rd, 

Royersford, PA 19468 

Competition begins: 10:00 A.M. Sharp 

Championship Directors: Master Eric Versland 610-906-0384 

 Master Mike Pannulla         610-416-9620 

Registration: Pre-registration only; deadline May 18th  

Cost and Events: $45 one event, $50 two events, $55 three events, $10 

per team member for team sparring 

 

 A portion of our proceeds will be donated to “Happy to 
be Home” 

  

Free Special Events: Pyung Ahn/Heian/Pinan Forms:  

 Black Belts Age 16 + Men and Women (All levels 
Black) 
 

Spectator fee: $5.00 Donation at event entrance to “Happy to be 

Home” will be accepted and appreciated.  

Awards: Trophies for 1st, 2nd, 3rd, medals for 4th place 

winners. 

Dress Code: All competitors and officials must be dressed in the 

traditional uniforms of their style.   

Protective Equipment: Mandatory head, hand & foot gear, mouthpiece, and 

groin cup.  Head, hand & foot gear MUST be dipped 
foam, no leather or vinyl. 
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General Information  



 

Pyung Ahn/Heian/Pinan Form/Hyung/Kata Division 
 

1. This division will consist of 1st degree and up male and female competitors age 16 years and older. 

2. Two competitors at a time will be called into the ring. In the first round, each competitor will 

blindly draw one of the following forms from a box. 

a. Pyung Ahn E Dan / Heian Nidan / Pinan Shodan 

b. Pyung Ahn Sam Dan / Heian Sandan / Pinan Sandan 

c. Pyung Ahn Sa Dan / Heian Sadan / Pinan Sadan 

d. Pyung Ahn O Dan / Heian Godan / Pinan Godan 

3. Competitors will execute the form that they draw and each will be scored in accordance with the 

rules of the Traditional Forms divisions. In subsequent rounds, competitors who advance will 

choose a form not previously performed. 

4. After the top 4 have been determined using the Traditional scoring method these competitors will be 

bracketed 1v4 and 2v3 to compete “head to head”, single elimination, to determine the winner of the 

division. 

5. FREE event for all black belts ages 16 years and older. This event will “kick off” the tournament 

and has proven to be a very positive event at past tournaments. All who are of age and capable of 

competing are highly encouraged to participate!   

 

NEW Red Belt/Brown Belt Developmental Forms/Hyung/Kata Division 
 

1. This event allows students who have competed in two or less tournaments throughout the entirety of 

their training process to compete in the same division.  

2. Competitors will be grouped into two age brackets – Ages 9-12 and Ages 13-17 

3. Please choose this Forms/Hyung/Kata division if your child/student has only attended two or less 

tournaments ever. 

 

Youth Advanced and Black Belt Team Sparring  
 

1. Instructors are encouraged to assemble one team or multiple teams of three students to compete in 

the final event of our 2016 tournament.  

2. Red Belt and Brown Belt competitors may compete on the same team as a black belt team member.  

3. Age groupings permitted:  

a. Ages 11/12 

b. Ages 13-15 

c. Ages 16/17 

4. Male and Female divisions will be established.  

 

Youth/Teen Black Belt Forms Grand Championships 
 

1. Age 7-17 Black Belt division winners will compete in one division to establish the 2016 Spring 

ChestMont Karate Championships Grand Champion in the Forms/Hyung/Kata category.  
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SPECIAL EVENTS 



 

Application & Release Form 
 

 

PRE-REGISTRATION IS REQUIRED (NO EXCEPTIONS) 
 

(First, Last Name)________________________________________ (M/F) ______  

(Rank)______________ (Date of Birth) _______________________ (Age) _________    

(Height) _____________ (Weight)______________   

(Address)________________________________________________________________ 

(Email Address) ____________________________   (Phone#) _____________________ 

(Instructor)___________________________   (Karate School) _____________________ 
 

Please check the events in which you plan to participate:      
 

(   ) Individual Form/Hyung/Kata      Cost:  

(   ) Individual Free Fighting  

(   ) Individual Weapons     

(   ) Team Sparring (Age 11-17) – See your instructor 

(   ) Red Belt / Brown Belt Developmental Forms  

(Age 9- 17 only) 

(   ) FREE: Pyung Ahn / Heian / Pinan Form/Hyung/Kata    
 

Amateur Athletic Release of Liability 

In consideration of being allowed to participate in any way in the 2016 ChesMont 

Karate Championships the undersigned or the parent or guardian of a minor child 

participant: 
 

1. Agrees to inspect, prior to participating, the facilities and equipment to be used, and if the participant believes 

anything is unsafe, he or she should immediately withdraw from the competition and refuse to participate. 

2. Acknowledge and fully understand that each Participant will be engaging in activities that involve  

risk and could result in serious injury, including permanent disability and death, severe social and economic losses 

which might result not only from their actions, inactions, or negligence, but the actions, inactions, or negligence of 

others, the rules of play, or the condition of the premises or any equipment used.  Further, that there may be risks not 

known to us or not reasonably foreseeable at this time. 

3. Assume all of the forgoing risk and accept personal responsibility for the damages following such injury, permanent 

disability, or death. 

4. Release, waive, discharge, and covenant not to sue Spring Valley YMCA, Happy to be Home, Magnus Karate, LLC, 

Legacy Karate Academy its affiliated clubs, or the officials, instructors, sponsors, or the participants, all of which are 

hereinafter referred to as “releases”, from any and all liability to each of the undersigned, his or her heirs and next of 

kin for any and all claims, demands, losses, or damages on account of injury, including death or damage to property, 

caused or alleged to be caused in whole or in part by the negligence of their releases or otherwise. 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

______________________________  

Date  

 
_________________________________________ 

Signature of Participant or Guardian of  

Participants under 18 years old 

Pre-Registration Deadline:  

May 18, 2016 
Check or Money Order ONLY 

Please make all checks or money orders 

payable to ChesMont Karate 

Championships completed form and 

payment to 

ChesMont Karate Championships 

606 Ridge Ave, Kennett Square, PA 19348 

 

**Please write your karate school and 

instructor’s name in the memo line** 
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WE HAVE READ THE ABOVE 
WAIVER AND RELEASE, 

UNDERSTAND THAT WE HAVE 

GIVEN UP SUBSTANTIAL RIGHTS BY 

SIGNING IT AND SIGN IT 

VOLUNTARILY 

 One Event - $45.00 

 Two Events - $50.00 

 Three Events - $55.00 

 Team Sparring - $10.00 

per team member 
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2016 Tournament Rules 
 

 
 
General Rules 
 

  All participants are to be dressed in a traditional uniform representative of their art/style. 

  All participants are to treat one another with mutual courtesy and respect. 

  All competitors are to address officials, regardless of rank, as sir or ma’am. 

  Unsportsmanlike conduct will result in dismissal from the tournament. 

  Only competitors and judges will be permitted on the competition floor. 

  All competitors will compete within their own age group/level of experience. 

   

Hyung / Kata (Traditional Forms) 
 

1. Only traditional forms will be permitted. No chil sung forms, demonstration forms, or any 
form that is characterized by theatrics, acrobatics, or other elements that are not 
representative of realistic fighting techniques. 

2. Competitors will enter the competition area at the rear corner to the left of the officials 
and exit at the rear corner to the right of the officials. 

3. Competitors will bow to acknowledge the previous/next competitor when entering/leaving 
the competition area. 

4. Upon entering the ring competitors will bow to the officials, move forward, and make their 
presentation. Competitors are to limit presentation to name and form only. 

5. Whenever possible 3 or 5 officials will be assigned to each competition area. 
6. Criteria to be considered when judging should include: focus; correct/consistent stance; 

proper use of speed, power, and timing; good balance and coordination; correct 
breathing; proper execution of technique. Kihap/kiai should be limited to no more than 5. 

7. The officials will score each form with respect to the others in the division based on the 
ranges detailed below. When divisions are combined the higher range will be applied. 

 

Experience Level                Scoring Range                   Average Score 
Novice       5.0 – 6.5                                  5.6 

  Intermediate                           6.0 – 7.5                                  6.6                                
                      Advanced                               7.0 – 8.5                      7.6   
  Black Belt                               8.0 – 9.5                                8.6 
 

8. Once all of the officials’ scores have been recorded the high and low score will be 
omitted.  The remaining three scores will be added to determine a total score for that 
competitor.  In the event of a tie, the low score will be added to the total.  If the 
competitors are still tied, the high score will be added to the total.  If the score is still tied 
after the addition of the low and high scores, the competitors must perform a second time 
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(with the same or different form).  The officials will then determine the better form by 
pointing while the competitors’ backs face the officials. 

a. In the event of 5 official’s present: the high and the low score will be omitted.  
b. In the event of 3 official’s present: the high and low score will no be omitted and all 

three officials will be added together.  
9. The first three competitors will complete their respective forms before any scores are 

assigned.  After the completion of the third competitor’s form, the first, second and third 
competitors will be recalled sequentially to be scored.  After the third competitor is 
scored, all remaining competitors will be scored immediately after the completion of their 
form. 

10. In the event a colored belt competitor makes an error during the performance of their 
form, they will have the opportunity to restart the form without a scoring penalty. A 
second restart will not be permitted.  

11. In the event a black belt competitor makes an error during their performance, they will 
have the option to restart the form. The judges will score the form based only on the 
quality of the second form.  After totaling the competitor’s score, the scorekeeper will then 
subtract 0.2 points from the total score. 

 
Hyung / Kata (Pyung Ahn / Heian / Pinan Men’s Division and Women’s Division 
Combined) 
 

1. These two divisions will consist of 1st degree and up male and female competitors age 16 
years and older. 

2. Two competitors at a time will be called into the ring. In the first round, each competitor 
will blindly draw one of the following forms from a box. 

a. Pyung Ahn E Dan / Heian Nidan / Pinan Shodan 
b. Pyung Ahn Sam Dan / Heian Sandan / Pinan Sandan 
c. Pyung Ahn Sa Dan / Heian Sadan / Pinan Sadan 
d. Pyung Ahn O Dan / Heian Godan / Pinan Godan 

3. Competitors will execute the form that they draw and each will be scored in accordance 
with the rules of the Traditional Forms divisions. In subsequent rounds, competitors who 
advance will choose a form not previously performed. 

4. After the top 4 have been determined using the Traditional scoring method these 
competitors will be bracketed 1v4 and 2v3 to compete “head to head”, single elimination, 
to determine the winner of the division. 

 
 
Dae Ryun / Kumite (Point Fighting) 
 
General 

1. The following safety gear is mandatory in all fighting divisions: 
a. Dipped foam hand gear, foot gear, head gear 
b. Mouth piece 
c. Groin cup (male competitors) 

2. The following safety gear is optional in all fighting divisions: 
a. Soft shin or forearm protection 
b. Chest or rib protector 

3. All point matches will be of the following duration: 
a. Colored belt, Black belt (children and teens) – 2 minutes (total points) 
b. 5 point spread rule to end match 
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Awarding of Points/Fouls 
 

1. One point will be awarded to a competitor executing a legal technique in a well-
controlled manner to a legal scoring area. Competitors executing such techniques 
must not leave themselves in an indefensible position afterwards (ex. falling down) for 
the point to be awarded. 

2. Legal techniques include: 
a. Hand techniques (punch, backfist and ridgehand only) 
b. Kicking techniques 

3. Illegal techniques include: 
a. Hammer fist, knife hand, elbow strikes 
b. Sweeping techniques of any kind (including front leg checks) 
c. Ripping, gouging  
d. Striking with the head 
e. Finger Jabs 

4. Legal scoring areas include: 
a. Front and sides of the torso (light to moderate contact) 
b. Front and sides of the head (No contact permitted to face or headgear) 

5. Controlled techniques executed within 1” of an opponent’s face or headgear will be 
awarded 1 point.  Techniques making contact with the opponent’s face or headgear 
will be penalized with a foul.  

6.  A competitor may legally hold an opponent if a legal scoring technique is immediately 
(1 second) delivered. 

7. Only the center referee may stop a match. Corner judges are to use the term “call” 
when they perceive that a point has been scored or that a foul has been committed. 

8. When a match is stopped, all judges will make one of the following calls. 
a. Point 
b. No point 
c. Foul  

9. When 5 judges are present, 3 judges must award a point for a competitor in order for 
it to be scored.  When 3 judges are present, 2 judges must award a point for a 
competitor in order for it to be scored.  

10. If at any point in a match one competitor leads another competitor by 5 points, the 
match will be stopped and awarded to the leading competitor. 

 
11. A competitor will be penalized with a foul for any reason listed below. 

a. Executing an illegal technique (See #3 above.) 
b. Striking/kicking an opponent’s head gear, face or throat 
c. Striking/kicking below the waist  
d. Striking/kicking to the back 
e. Striking/kicking to the joint 
f. Striking or kicking an opponent after the “stop” command 
g. Holding in excess of 1 second 
h. Intentionally leaving the ring to avoid the contest 
i. Excessive contact to a legal target area 

12.  Regardless of the number of judges present, 2 judges must recognize a foul for a  
                 competitor to be penalized. A competitor who commits a foul may not also be     
                 awarded a point even if they perform a legitimate scoring technique before, after,  
                 or while committing the foul. 
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13. If a competitor commits 2 fouls of the same nature he/she will be disqualified and the 
match will be awarded to the other competitor. Any combination of 3 fouls will result in 
disqualification for the offender. 

14. Any foul (intentional or not) resulting in bleeding, swelling, or discoloration of an 
opponent will result in immediate disqualification of the offender. 

15.  If a competitor commits a foul and his/her opponent is unable to continue as a result, 
the offender will be immediately disqualified. 

16.  The judges and tournament officials reserve the right to disqualify any competitor 
whose actions significantly compromise the safety of others. 

 
Weapons 
 

1. Only traditional weapons forms will be permitted. No weapons demonstration of any form 
that is characterized by theatrics, acrobatics, or other elements that are not 
representative of realistic fighting techniques. 

2. Bladed weapons of any kind are not permitted for tournament usage. Students will 
be turned away before beginning their demonstration if a bladed weapon is 
present.  

3. Competitors will enter the competition area at the rear corner to the left of the officials 
and exit at the rear corner to the right of the officials. 

4. Competitors will bow to acknowledge the previous/next competitor when entering/leaving 
the competition area. 

5. Upon entering the ring competitors will bow to the officials, move forward, and make their 
presentation. Competitors are to limit presentation to name and form only. 

6. Whenever possible 3 or 5 officials will be assigned to each competition area. 
7. Criteria to be considered when judging should include: focus; correct/consistent stance; 

proper use of speed, power, and timing; control of weapon; good balance and 
coordination; correct breathing; proper execution of technique. Kihap/kiai should be 
limited to no more than 5. 

8. The officials will score each form with respect to the others in the division based on the 
ranges detailed below. When divisions are combined the higher range will be applied. 

 

Experience Level                Scoring Range                   Average Score 
Novice       5.0 – 6.5                                  5.6 

  Intermediate                           6.0 – 7.5                                  6.6                                
                      Advanced                               7.0 – 8.5                      7.6   
  Black Belt                               8.0 – 9.5                                8.6 
 

9. Once all of the officials’ scores have been recorded the high and low score will be 
omitted.  The remaining three scores will be added to determine a total score for that 
competitor.  In the event of a tie, the low score will be added to the total.  If the 
competitors are still tied, the high score will be added to the total.  If the score is still tied 
after the addition of the low and high scores, the competitors must perform a second time 
(with the same or different form).  The officials will then determine the better form by 
pointing while the competitors’ backs face the officials. 

a. In the event of 5 official’s present: the high and the low score will be omitted.  
b. In the event of 3 official’s present: the high and low score will no be omitted and all 

three officials will be added together.  
10. The first three competitors will complete their respective forms before any scores are 

assigned.  After the completion of the third competitor’s form, the first, second and third 
competitors will be recalled sequentially to be scored.  After the third competitor is 
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scored, all remaining competitors will be scored immediately after the completion of their 
form. 

11. In the event a colored belt competitor makes an error during the performance of their 
form, they will have the opportunity to restart the form without a scoring penalty. A 
second restart will not be permitted.  

12. In the event a black belt competitor makes an error during their performance, they will 
have the option to restart the form. The judges will score the form based only on the 
quality of the second form.  After totaling the competitor’s score, the scorekeeper will then 
subtract 0.2 points from the total score. 

 
Team Sparring (Point Fighting) 
 
General 

1. The following safety gear is mandatory in all fighting divisions: 
a. Dipped foam hand gear, foot gear, head gear 
b. Mouth piece 
c. Groin cup (male competitors) 

2. The following safety gear is optional in all fighting divisions: 
a. Soft shin or forearm protection 
b. Chest or rib protector 

3. All point matches will be of the following duration: 
a. 3 competitors permitted for each team – All team ages 11/12, ages 13-15, and 

ages 16/17 
b. 3 matches for each individual team member 
c. 2 minutes per round 
d. Winning team determined by total points accumulated over 3 – 2 minute rounds 
e. Each team member permitted to spar one time per match up 
f. In the event of a tie – team captain will choose a team member for a one minute 

tie break round   
g. In the event of a tie after tie break round – first point scored wins the match 

 
 

IMPORTANT FINAL NOTE 

 

There will be designated Rules Marshals in close proximity to the competition areas. These 
individuals will be available for consultation and clarification should the need arise. In addition to 
this responsibility Rules Marshals shall politely intervene if they perceive that rules are being 
incorrectly or inconsistently applied. This is not an attempt to undermine the authority or 
disrespect the rank or experience of any of the officials who graciously agree to volunteer their 
service. It is instead an attempt to make competing at this event as fair and enjoyable as 
possible for all. 
 



 

Forms Fighting 

 
CHILDREN AND TEENS: 

 5/6 Beginner (Male/Female) 

 5/6 Intermediate (Male/Female) 

 7/8 Beginner (Male/Female) 

 7/8 Intermediate (Male/Female)  

 7/8 Advanced/Black (Male/Female) 

 9/10 Beginner (Male/Female) 

 9/10 Intermediate(Male/Female) 

 9/10 Advanced / Black (Male/Female) 

 11/12 Beginner (Male/Female) 

 11/12 Intermediate/Advanced (Male/Female) 

 11/12 Black (Male/Female) 

 13-15 Beginner (Male/Female) 

 13-15 Intermediate / Advanced (Male/Female) 

 13-15 Black (Male/Female) 

 16-17 Intermediate/Advanced (Male) 

 16-17 Black (Male) 

 16-17 Intermediate/Advanced (Male) 

 16-17 Black (Female) 
 
 
ADULTS: 

 Pyung Ahn/Heian/Pinan: 16 and Up All levels 
Black Belt (Male/Female) 

 

 
CHILDREN AND TEENS: 

 5/6 Beginner (Male/Female) 

 5/6 Intermediate (Male/Female) 

 7/8 Beginner (Male/Female) 

 7/8 Intermediate (Male/Female)  

 7/8 Advanced/Black (Male/Female) 

 9/10 Beginner (Male/Female) 

 9/10 Intermediate(Male/Female) 

 9/10 Advanced / Black (Male/Female) 

 11/12 Beginner (Male/Female) 

 11/12 Intermediate/Advanced (Male/Female) 

 11/12 Black (Male/Female) 

 13-15 Beginner (Male) 

 13-15 Beginner (Female) 

 13-15 Intermediate / Advanced (Male) 

 13-15 Intermediate / Advanced (Female) 

 13-15 Black (Male) 

 13-15 Black (Female) 

 16-17 Intermediate/Advanced (Male) 

 16-17 Intermediate/Advanced (Female) 

 16-17 Black (Male) 

 16-17 Black (Female) 
 

Weapons Team Sparring 

 
CHILDREN AND TEENS: 

 7/8 Intermediate (Male/Female)  

 7/8 Advanced/Black (Male/Female) 

 8-10 Advanced/Black (Male/Female) 

 9/10 Intermediate(Male/Female) 

 9/10 Advanced / Black (Male/Female) 

 11/12 Intermediate/Advanced (Male/Female) 

 11/12 Black Belt (Male/Female) 

 13-15 Intermediate / Advanced (Male/Female) 

 13-15 Black Belt (Male/Female) 

 16-17 Intermediate/Advanced (Male/Female) 

 16-17 Black Belt (Male) 

 16-17 Black Belt (Female) 
 
 
 

 

 
CHILDREN AND TEENS: 

 11/12 Advanced / Black Belt (Male) 

 11/12 Advanced / Black Belt (Female) 

 13-15 Advanced / Black Belt (Male) 

 13-15 Advanced / Black Belt (Female) 

 16/17 Advanced / Black Belt (Male) 

 16/17 Advanced / Black Belt (Female) 
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Adult (18↑) Dan Officials List 
 

Please fill out the form completely and send it in right away!  This will help our goal of 
ensuring a safe, enjoyable and “on-time” competitive experience for all participants.  If you have 
any questions please ask your instructor for help and please PRINT legibly! 
 
Karate School: ___________________________________ Instructor: _______________ 

Address: ________________________________________Phone: _______________ 

 
1st Dan and Above 

 
First Name________________________ Last Name___________________________ 

Age ________ Rank ________ Officiating Exp.: None __ 1-2 Yrs __ 3-5 Yrs __ 5+ ___ 
 
First Name________________________ Last Name___________________________ 

Age ________ Rank ________ Officiating Exp.: None __ 1-2 Yrs __ 3-5 Yrs __ 5+ ___ 
 
First Name________________________ Last Name___________________________ 

Age ________ Rank ________ Officiating Exp.: None __ 1-2 Yrs __ 3-5 Yrs __ 5+ ___ 
 

First Name________________________ Last Name___________________________ 

Age ________ Rank ________ Officiating Exp.: None __ 1-2 Yrs __ 3-5 Yrs __ 5+ ___ 
 
First Name________________________ Last Name___________________________ 

Age ________ Rank ________ Officiating Exp.: None __ 1-2 Yrs __ 3-5 Yrs __ 5+ ___ 
 
First Name________________________ Last Name___________________________ 

Age ________ Rank ________ Officiating Exp.: None __ 1-2 Yrs __ 3-5 Yrs __ 5+ ___ 
 
First Name________________________ Last Name___________________________ 

Age ________ Rank ________ Officiating Exp.: None __ 1-2 Yrs __ 3-5 Yrs __ 5+ ___ 
 
First Name________________________ Last Name___________________________ 

Age ________ Rank ________ Officiating Exp.: None __ 1-2 Yrs __ 3-5 Yrs __ 5+ ___ 
 
First Name________________________ Last Name___________________________ 

Age ________ Rank ________ Officiating Exp.: None __ 1-2 Yrs __ 3-5 Yrs __ 5+ ___ 
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